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Unique gifts & art that you can only find in NoDa!

GETTING THROUGH 2020 TOGETHER

BOOK WILL HELP MUSIC VENUES

DOG BAR FACES UNCERTAINTY

REMEMBERING GRAHAM SMITH JOHNSTON MILL REDEVELOPMENT

DISTILLERY SETTLES INTO NODA
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By Robbyn Tangney

2020 gift guide:
Only in NoDa!
find one-of-a-kind art and vintage items
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Choose local this holiday season
This holiday season, if you are shopping, please consider choosing from a range of localto-NoDa options. Our local businesses could use the extra support.
The majority of NoDa businesses, from restaurants to breweries, can offer you a gift
card. Many make it super easy to purchase and send electronically to your friends and
family via their online stores.
Places like Salud Beer Shop or Local Loaf can curate a local basket of goodies for you.
Both offer online ordering. (Oh, and if you have not tried the pizza at Salud, you’re
missing out!)
Music lovers? Pull together a virtual watch party around something The Evening Muse
or The Neighborhood Theatre is streaming, and make a donation in the name of your
giftee.
Does your loved one love the Y? Make a tax deductible donation in their name to the
Johnston Y at ymcacharlotte.org or support the emergency staff relief fund.
Go the traditional route and shop retail. NoDa’s retailers along North Davidson, like
Bartique, Ruby’s Gifts, and Pure Vida Worldly Art, offer unique options that are not
going to be found at traditional mall stores or online retailers.
Mary from Ruby’s shared they have three new visual artists’ work in the store, “since a
lot of us are staring at our walls a little more these days!” Check out a colorful modern,
an impressionistic, and a mini-abstract landscape painters.
Need to ship? Pura Vida Worldly Art carries items from more than 40 countries across
five continents, and provides a traditional in-store shopping experience along with
online ordering and curbside pickup. And – drum roll, please — they will ship. Owner
Teresa shared that she has customers from a mile away because they are limiting their
exposure outside their homes. Pura Vida’s focus is ethically made, fair trade, handmade
products. You can find gifts for the kitchen, home office, garden, and for kids and adults.
They also carry Hanukkah and Kwanzaa items, as well as Christmas ornaments from
around the world. This season, they are featuring commemorative 2020 ornaments:
•

Santa Claus bringing toilet paper

•

Sanitizing elf bringing sanitizer spray and wipes

•

Flying angel reminding you to wash your hands

		
No matter how you are celebrating this year,
			
Happy Holidays NoDa.
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By Jacquelyn Adams
(@jacksengineers)

Uncertainty amid COVID continues for local businesses like Dog Bar

“Any plans I had of opening up new locations were completely thrown into turmoil when we got the order to
close. And then watching the bank account lose digits – not just numbers but actual digits. And after all of that,
there is no guarantee that we will survive this if there is another shutdown. It’s just a lot to deal with right now,”
said Travis Bickford, owner of Dog Bar.

I naively walked into this interview planning a fun article featuring puppies and pour-overs. And instead, this was the heart-wrenching
update that I received from Dog Bar; a large helping of fresh perspective.
We all might be ready for this whole COVID-19 thing to be over, but it’s not. The struggle is still ongoing, and people who work in
restaurants, bars, salons, and many other businesses are still dealing with the ripple effects of this pandemic. So many livelihoods are
at stake. Businesses, dreams, and centerpieces of our communities are on the brink of being lost.
However, when talking with some of the staff, I was uplifted by stories of customers who have seen the need and stepped in to help.
A local, anonymous donor gave money to each employee at Dog Bar, Sanctuary, and Hattie’s. Bartender Michelle noted that some
clients have become more generous with their tips (some even as high as 75 or 100 percent) in an attempt to alleviate the strain of
limited seating. Then of course there was also the GoFundMe (gofundme.com/f/x4z33-save-dog-bar-charlotte) that was integral in
keeping the bar open this long. And, my friends, these acts of selfless generosity are just what we need to make it through this.
We are all struggling in different ways, but it comes back to seeing what each of us can do to take care of our community. Let’s look
out for our local business owners, as they continue to work hard to look out for us. Now is the time to keep our community strong.
Do some of your holiday shopping at Pura Vida or Ruby’s Gift. Uncover a hidden treasure at The Rat’s Nest. Visit a restaurant owned
by your neighbor. Tip a little extra on your takeout. Because my friends, it takes a village to make it through times like these. Our
community needs each one of us. Your community needs you!
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Front steps photo book will help support neighborhood music venues
You might remember seeing these photos here
several months ago, when neighbor Kati Mayo
was capturing snapshots of NoDa families
on their front steps during the early days of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Then, the pictures
helped the community stay connected during
quarantine. Now, Kati hopes they can help
two neighborhood staples as they weather a
difficult time.
Katie is creating softcover photo books
containing all the pictures from the NoDa Front
Steps Project, and will donate all profits to the
Evening Muse and Neighborhood Theatre.
“I can’t imagine our neighborhood without
these two staple music spots, and I know they
have been struggling since the onset of the
COVID-19 crisis,” Kati said.
The books are $25 each. If you’re interested
in ordering one, reach out to Kati at the @
nodafrontstepsproject Instagram page, or her
Venmo is @Katie-Mayo-4.
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Developers share update on Johnston Mill project

Developers on the Johnston Mill project showed
new renderings of their plans at the November NoDa
Neighborhood and Business Association meeting.
The Johnston Mill, which has been a neighborhood landmark
for the better part of a century, will have new life as
apartments once the project is complete.
The developers plan to start construction on the apartments
in early 2021, and said the work will likely run through the
year. The project includes 3,000 square feet of retail space. As
of the November NBA meeting, a tenant for the space hadn’t
been announced.
Want to learn more about the mill’s history? Visit noda.org to
read an article from our April issue, “The Johnston Mill: The
mill that almost never was”

Renderings by BB+M Architecture

New buildings along 36th
Street will surround the
renovation of the Historic
Johnston Mill building
Left: View from 36th @ LYNX
Right: 36th St. Retail Front
Below: Viewed From LYNX

NoDa Brewing looks back and ahead
The good, the bad, and the ugly.
Here we are in December, and it’s no secret how hard it’s been since
March for local businesses, especially those that serve customers
on-premise and host events of all sizes, from small private parties
By Jenn Harrison
to large public fundraisers. It’s honestly downright
heartbreaking when you think about it. We all know local businesses that
December
are struggling or, worse, won’t see 2021.
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The show goes on.
At the same time, the brewery has installed more tanks and worked hard to expand sales further into
the Triangle and Triad areas of North Carolina, and the greater Greenville, Charleston, Myrtle Beach, and
Hilton Head areas of South Carolina.

beer releases:

Before 2020, the brewery’s primary market was concentrated around Charlotte.
On Nov. 11, the brewery canned its ten millionth can on the NorthEnd canning line.

Tangerine Radio Haze IPA
Hop Drop ‘N Roll is one of the best-selling beers in North Carolina.
Even though NoDa Brewing took a big hit to its multiple taproom Monstro Russian Imperial Stout
locations, they consider themselves extremely fortunate to have a strong
Imperial Hop Drop IPA
Looking ahead.
to-go business. In industry lingo, the technical term for to-go sales is offpremise. It’s the packaged product that’s purchased at grocery stores,
bottle shops, and beer and wine stores, then enjoyed elsewhere.

Which way is up?
Businesses have pivoted so many times they’re dizzy. The unpredictability of COVID-19 can
force a business to change operations with only a few days notice from the state.
In the past nine months due to the pandemic alone, the brewery has closed the N. Tryon
Street, N. Davidson Street, and airport taprooms; laid off all bartenders; stopped tours, live
music, food trucks, and events; started a brew-thru; shifted staff roles; rehired bartenders;
reopened the N. Tryon taproom four days a week (starting with outdoors only), then five
days a week, and now six days a week; and rehired food trucks, while furiously working
to package more product than ever and keeping their staff and customers safe. Whew!

The brewery has released its eagerly anticipated 2021 Beer Calendar. More than 30
beers! It’s on nodabrewing.com and includes exciting changes, based on customer
feedback and demand, as well as the dependable classics. Also, the brewery plans for its beers and Brizo
Seltzer to be available throughout North Carolina and South Carolina this spring, from the mountains to
the coast!
North Carolina and Charlotte-area breweries once again won medals at the Great American Beer Festival
in Denver, Colo. NoDa Brewing took a gold for Gordgeous (its third GABF gold overall and second for the
same beer!) and a silver for Maibock Lager (its second GABF silver). Congrats to all winners!
That’s the spirit!
This winter might be rough. As always but even more now, support local in everything you do. NoDa
Brewing has merchandise for sale at the taproom via the bar or brew-thru, or through its online shop.
Happy Holidays everyone!
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Remembering a friend, neighbor, and NoDa pioneer
By Evan Plante

Longtime NoDa resident Graham Smith passed away in November.
Graham and his wife, Audrey, bought their house in 1997 on the corner
of Alexander and 35th, and from their perch on that corner became a
fixture of NoDa’s artistic village lifestyle. Both Graham and Audrey made a
living in professional theater, and used NoDa as their home base between
traveling the world as working actors.

I was fortunate to stay in their house, which was built in 1900, for two months during a
renovation of our house. Graham and I knew each other from NoDa’s neighborhood association,
and he joined our pick-up softball games at North Charlotte Park as the oldest player on the
team. Graham was always youthful and energetic as he took part in our neighborhood, and
after spending time at their house I wanted pay homage to his creative drive, his spirit, and his
legacy as a resident of NoDa.
Audrey recalled when she and Graham first visited NoDa in the early and mid-90s. Their
friend Betsy owned St. Ruby’s Coffee shop (which was one of the first businesses to open in a
renovated mill house fronting N. Davidson Street in the ‘90s). When Graham and Audrey saw
how their friends had renovated a home on Holt and Academy, they were inspired to do the
same to the house on 35th – which was condemned and due to be demolished if they did not
purchase it. Audrey said of their friends on Holt, “They were just as poor as we were, and they
did it, so we could probably do it!”
Audrey admitted that Graham came from an academic family (young Graham got into acting
in the early ‘60s as a part of his father’s touring magic act called Saucy Sorcery), and when
they bought the 35th Street house he didn’t own any tools and had very little experience with
building. “The house was covered in asphalt roofing shingles and the doors were blocked, so
we had to climb into our new house through the dining room window,” Audrey recalled.
Over 23 years, Graham taught himself how to care for his family and his historic home by
watching YouTube videos and trial and error. Always the showman, Graham built secret doors
and hung picture frames on the fence, adorned the property with teapots and crystals, flowers,
and most recently built a stage and lookout onto Alexander for their new puppy, Early. If you
walk by Early’s Lookout on Alexander today, you can say hello to their whimsical and artistic
garden backyard and Early. Longtime residents may remember this same fence with a black
and red birdhouse that read See Rock City. “In the beginning people thought we were selling
crack because of that birdhouse,” Audrey laughed about past days in NoDa.
“Graham would stand in the backyard and stare at the sky and get ideas for the house and yard,”
Audrey told me. Their backyard is an abnormally large canvas, allowing Graham and Audrey
to construct all kinds of structures with movable tables on pulleys, secret compartments, and
metal sculptures and windmills. Audrey was told that Rosewood Plantation (Tryon & 36th)
used their corner land before North Charlotte as a paupers graveyard and, although they have
never found any gravestones, no one chose to build a house there in the early days of North
Charlotte. Today, their home is part of the Ghosts & Legends tour, and Audrey is happy to be
caretaking the ongoing story of this historic plot of land.
As is the case with professional traveling theater, Graham and Audrey weren’t always together
in NoDa. One may have been home, while the other was starring in a six-week play at Florida
Repository Theater, for instance. But the coronavirus pandemic of 2020 brought Graham and
Audrey together in NoDa for an extended period at the end of Graham’s life. They adopted
Early, and picked up projects around their home as they had been doing for 23 years. They
also focused their efforts on the 2020 election, donating their thespian earnings to social
justice, Biden, and the Democratic Party. Graham didn’t live to see the
results, suddenly passing the day before the election, but Audrey said
she celebrated with their neighborhood for both of them.
Cheers to Graham Smith, our friend and neighbor, a creative spirit, a
pathfinder, pioneer, and celebrated performer.
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NoDa continues to meet COVID challenges with creativity, compassion
Photo credit: Matt Alvis

By Jacob Horr
NoDa NBA President

What a year… On March 18th, I wrote an article for
the April NoDa News titled “Staying positive during
uncertain times.” NoDa’s residents and businesses – much like the rest
of the city, country, and world – have endured a lot since then and, in
many ways, the coming weeks and months are equally uncertain as
those first days of COVID.
Within that April article, I stated, “NoDa is the strongest community I
have ever been part of and that when we experience tough times, we
persevere together.” Despite not knowing what would come, I knew
NoDa was going to get through it together.
I wanted to share some of the amazing things I have witnessed since
March in our community. NoDa’s strength since March can be seen by:
•

Our small businesses: Many of our small business owners
completely reinvented themselves overnight. This was not just to
provide themselves a stream of revenue, but also to keep their staff
employed and fill needs for the community. Scott, Joey, Dave, and
the NoDa Company Store family turned their beloved watering hole
into a neighborhood grocery filled with local produce from vendors
that saw business greatly decline due to restaurant closures.

•

NoDa neighbors reaching out with lending hands: Our neighbors
have gone out of their way to support each other, our businesses,
and the city’s most vulnerable. Whether it was a trip to the grocery
store for a next-door neighbor, a donation to a local music venue
that can’t open, or donating supplies for the homeless in Charlotte’s
tent cities, NoDa neighbors have been there for each other.

•

Our commitment to art and our artists: The NoDa NBA applied
for and received a $150,000 grant to help local artists and small
businesses struggling with the impacts of COVID. We have approved
more than 15 projects that will employ more than 50 artists. Artists
and art make up a huge piece of NoDa and this is just one small way
that we have supported them during this time.

•

A park honoring a NoDa legend: On October 17th, Clemson
Avenue Park was renamed to Davis Flohr Neighborhood Park. Often
referred to as the “The Mayor of NoDa,” Davis left us way too early
in his life. The park serves as a reminder to all of us to live our lives
like Davis, with fearless energy and unbridled kindness towards
other people.

•

The opening of an art gallery on North Davidson: The TAC Gallery
opened in the middle of COVID, selling local artists’ paintings,
drawings, and other works. Artists from the Tough A$$ Crew came
together in less than two weeks to transform the empty business
to a flourishing gallery that supports artists from across Charlotte.

•

New ways to enjoy live music and support our venues: The Evening
Muse and Neighborhood Theatre are cornerstones of NoDa. While
they are not allowed to open, they have found new ways to keep
the neighborhood filled with live music through online streaming
and outdoor shows. Despite their own struggles, our venues have
gone out of their way to support local musicians.

I could go on with dozens of other examples, but it is clear that we are
persevering together.

TAC Gallery

As we look forward to more uncertainty, I ask that you all continue to
look around for those who need help. These times continue to require
positivity, creativity, and compassion. As I said in March, “luckily for us,
I don’t know a more creative and compassionate community to get us
through this period.”
As always, please don’t hesitate to reach out if there is anything I can do
to support you – 980-313-2368.
Your NoDa NBA President,
Jacob Horr
Company Store
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Great Wagon Road Distilling Co. settling into new NoDa home
Fun fact: did you know that salamanders have
a reputation for being snobs? True story, they
are water purists. Only the cleanest highlyoxygenated water will suit their fancies.
Now this might seem like a random tidbit to
have at the beginning of an article about
Great Wagon Road Distilling Company, but
all you have to do is take a quick look at their
brands and you will find the reasoning behind this trivia. Owner
Ollie Mulligan actually named his handcrafted vodka Salamander
because of the pure artisanal water that he brings in from his
property in the Blue Ridge Mountains. And to be clear, that pure
water is used in all the distilling and making those delicious pizzas, too
(seriously do not forget about the pizzas! #drooling). This is because
salamanders aren’t the only things that love pure water – the yeast
does as well!
By Jacquelyn Adams
(@jacksengineers)

Great Wagon Road
610 Anderson Street

(across from Deejai & Divine Barrel)

Sugar Creek Rd.

And really this is just a snippet of the info on them. Check out
their website (gwrdistilling.com) to get the backstory on their
Irish distillery heritage, see their top shelf products, get some
amazing recipes, and so much more! And did I mention the pizza?
Be sure to check that out too!

N. Davidson St.
Anderson St.

And as a bonus, when these impeccable products moved to our
neighborhood just before the COVID-19 lockdown, our
community inherited the exemplary staff too. This was quickly
evident, because, even though the pandemic threw their plans
into disarray, they promptly looked at how they could support
their new community. So, they started using that pure water for
hand sanitizer instead of alcohol. Then they went a step further
and donated it to our local first responders. I don’t know about
you, but I love having this kind of quality in my neighborhood. I
am so glad GWR chose NoDa as their place to put down roots!

36th St.

Apart from using only the purest water for their wonderful creation,
GWR also maintains purity in the rest of its ingredients. During our
interview, General Manager Brian Donovan informed me that they put
an ingredients label on their alcohol, which makes them exceptional
among distillers. This is because they want their customers to know
what they are getting, and what they aren’t. There are no artificial
sweeteners or colors.

NODA NBA ZOOM MEETING SCHEDULED FOR FIRST TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1
DEC.

1st

6:30pm

The NoDa Neighborhood and Business Association is a great way to meet
your neighbors and advocate for your neighborhood. You can stay informed
on developments, new businesses, arts, and opportunities by dialing-in to
the open meetings on the first Tuesday of every month. Want to contribute?
We’re waiting for you!
Dues paying members get to vote on important decisions in NoDa.

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/3258803533

Meeting ID: 325 880 3533

Find any article in this issue at

blog.noda.org
+ re-post on social media!
NoDa News is a community-driven monthly periodical. We have published for fourteen years.
We are always looking for contributors, photographers (front cover/story), and advertisers:
Our reach is every doorstep and business in NoDa, noda.org, Charlotte libraries and visitors centers.

